Title word cross-reference

$109.00$ [Sha20d]. $118.10$ [Sha22]. $129.95$ [Sha21c]. $131.04$ [Ano22].
$131.49$ [Sha21b]. $139.95$ [Sta21]. $144.49$ [Sha22]. $164.00$ [Sha20b].
$17.99$ [Sha20i]. $18.99$ [Sha20i]. $208.94$ [Sha20e]. $30.99$ [Sha21c].
$37.37$ [Sha20e]. $50.99$ [Sha21d]. $67.15$ [Che20a]. $87.70$ [Sha20a].
$93.22$ [Sha22]. $\alpha$ [KLdS21]. $X$ [MLA+20]. $C$ [MP20, AZL21]. $C(\alpha)$ [AA22b].
$C_{pmk}$ [DZS21]. $C_{pyk}$ [Bal21]. $\chi^2$ [YZK22]. $d$ [SYVV20, SSV21]. $F$ [CLUX21].
$K$ [CHEH21, Nik22, WXWS21, ACS21b, DK22, JS22b, RLACE20]. $L_2$
[Zhe21]. $M$ [LG20, DS22]. $n$ [DK22]. $p$
[AKA22, GMCL20, GCF+20, HD22b, TTWG20, WX21]. $P(X > Y)$ [JRM20].
$r$ [dSdNB22]. $S_{pmk}$ [DS20]. $t$ [HVAVD20, Ros22, TAWL21]. $T^2$
[KK21, SAR20]. $U$ [Das22, FSB20]. $X^-$ [TMMCS21].
-finite [Nik22]. -Hotelling [SAR20]. -inflated [ACS21b]. -larger
-statistic [CLUX21]. -statistics [Das22, FSB20]. -type [AKA22]. -value
[TTWG20]. -values [HD22b, WX21].

0 [Sha20i].

1 [Che20a, Sha21e]. 1-119-28201-2 [Che20a]. 1d [LC20].

2 [Che20a]. 2PL [TC21].

3 [Sha22]. 3-component [CA20].

4 [Sha20c]. 4th [Sha21e, Sta21].

6 [Sha20d].

7 [Sha21d, Sha22].

8 [Ano22].

9 [Sha22, Sta21]. 978
[Ano22, Sha20c, Sha20d, Sha20i, Sha21d, Sha21e, Sha22, Sta21].
978-0-367-55054-7 [Sha22]. 978-1-138-59152-3 [Sha22].
978-1-1381-9745-9 [Sha21]. 978-1-285-05088-1 [Sha21e].
978-1-4665-1585-7 [Sha21d]. 978-1-4822-3742-9 [Sha21c].
978-1-4987-5202-2 [Sha20e]. 978-1-4987-2798-3 [Sha20a].
978-1-5225-2512-7 [Sha20b]. 978-1-5416-1851-0 [Sha20i].
978-1-5416-9947-2 [Sha20i]. 978-3-030-72436-8 [Ano22].
978-3-319-388865-6 [Sha20d]. 978-981-4616-32-4 [Sha20c].

ABC [Tsi20]. abrupt [QH21]. accelerated
[AA22a, CLY22, CC21, FH22, HLC21, MTW21]. accuracy [WS20, ZHF21].
accurate [SC21]. Adaptive [GJQ22, HYWW21, WB22, YZ21, ZWW21,
AFS21, CF21, HR20, HKLA21, HSK22, HCZ+21, KSL22, LTL20, LW21b,
LSL21, MC21, uAR21, SCA20, YXC21, ZSWN21]. Adaptive-weighted
[YZ21]. additive
[ASP22, Che20c, EGA21, FSLW21, HW20, LLZ20, ZFZ22, ZY22]. ade4
[Sha20a]. adjusted [CM21, KAN21, SAMA21]. advances [Sha21g]. AEPD
[KL22]. affects [Sha20c]. age [BKM21]. ageing [FPMC20]. aggregation
[HFM21]. agreement [AH22]. aid [CTPY22]. Alan [Sha20c]. algebra

BHAK21, BAAR21, BGGH21, CXH21, CMMP20, CH21, CHW21, Das22, DK22, DSSNL20, ES21, GTPM22, HFM21, HRB21, HLC21, JNFTM+21, JIK22, Jia21, JRM20, KB20, KAN21, KM22, Lee20, LKS21, LS21, Li20, Li21, LRMN22, MTW21, MP20, MB22, MN22, MK20, Mod22, MC21, MP21, MH21, NKS21, nA20, NFG21, O22, PRG22, Pan22, PTG21, PPCC21, PFY20, QH21, QHCB20, RLACE20, RAN20, SKSS22, Sha20m, SAMA21, SK21c, SN20, SM21, SU20, SO20, Tab21, TL21, TA20, Ten20, TZ22, XP20, YLHZ20, ZG21, ZYW22, ZWW21.


CRC [Sha20a, Sha20b, Sha21b, Sha21d, Sha21c, Sha22, Sta21]. credible [LWW20]. crime [Sha20a]. criteria [BP21b, CHW21, Nik20, RAN20, SM21, vdNPCvB22]. criteria-based [CHW21]. criterion [LC20, PDD+21]. cross [BG20]. cross-validation [BG20].
crossover [NSK21]. Cryptocurrency [CHG21]. CT [Sha21e].

cured [WXWS21], current [AML22, YDS+20]. curve [DMDB20, SU20, vdNPCvB22]. CUSUM [Ano21, Ali20, De20, EH22, HR20, HKLA21, KAN21, Lee20, QH21, TH21].
cvmgof [AFM22]. cyclostationary [PFMT20].

DAG [ZTP21]. Danish [WL21]. Data [BB22, AR21, AMD21, AML22, AJY21, ACS21b, AMO20, BS21, BHAK21, BAM22, CB20, CLY20, Che20b, CLY22, CC21, Chr22, CF21, DNN22, Dav21, DSSN20, DF20, DK21, GW20, GSH20, GMFB21, GA20, HGH21, HMB22, HRR21, HD22a, HCN20, HH21, HMS21, HW22, Jia21, KRK+21, KKS20, KK20, KCC22, KHK20, LLZW20, LCZ+20, LSM20, L21, LRN22, LWW20,
distribution-based [TL21]. distribution-free [SMZ20]. distributions
[BLZ21, CdSL22, CGGE20, FASuA21, HGH22, KC22, KH20, LTW21,
MKK20, MLA +20, MD22, MKJ20, PHW21, PNN22, XG22, ZY21, dSPG20].
divergence [MP20, RANF20, SK21c]. divergence-based [RANF20, SK21c].
diverging [XLF22]. do [MGA21, Sha20f]. domain [Zha21a]. domains
[ZTP21]. Double
[Sha21a, ARA +21, CP22, EGM20, KK21, MK20, uAT20, SAR20]. doubly
[HLC21, JS22a]. drifts [KSL22]. driven [BB22, CXH21]. DTRreg
[SMWP20]. dual [CM21]. dual-record [CM21]. due [SSS20]. DWSurv
[SMWP20]. Dynamic [dSDNB22, DCMCCB20, SMWP20, SMZ20].
dynamics [KSL22].

effective [HGH22]. Effects [JAZ22, AL20, BB22, GWNW22, HVAVD20,
SO20, TAWL21, Zha21b, ZXDD22]. effects-based [SO20].
efficiency [AP20b, ARA +21, RLACE20]. Efficient
[AML22, DGMN22, Li20, WWW21, YDS +20, ZH22, DPS21, LE21, MJJ21,
SS2, SC21, SMZ20, WB22]. elastic [JS22a]. electrodes [TG21].
effectual [Ema20, LTL20, ZY21]. emerging [TK22]. emphasis [BSH22]. Empirical
[LRN22, QZ22, BL20a, HTF21, JZ22, KKS20, SN20, SZS21].
Empirical-likelihood-based [LRN22]. endpoints [SMWP20]. Enhanced
[HKLA21, GAN +20]. Enhancing [uAT20]. ensemble [MP21].
entropy [CH21, HRB21, N20]. entropy-based [CH21]. enumeration [vdNPCvB22].
equations [LCH20, Nik20]. equivalence [dSCdC22].
errors [CdSL22, Che20b, Che20c, Ema20, GB22a, HAC20, JF20, Ke21, LE21,
LWG20, uAR21, SYVV20, Sir20, YK20, dSPG20]. error-prone [LE21].
errors [ASP22, HVAVD20, HAC20, HJL22, KSR21, SBB21, TMMCS21,
YK21, YZ21, ZFY20, ZG20, ZC21, ZKG21, Zha22, ZY22, ZYW22].
errors-in-variables [YK21]. Essén [WYBW22]. essentials
[Sha20t, Sha20d]. estimable [Li21]. estimate [WLLH22, ZG21]. estimated
[ASAP21, AP20b, MSMTK22, TMMCS21]. estimates [LWG20, RMN21].
estimating [ASP22, FSB20, Kld21, Nik20]. Estimation
[Ba21, BS22, GWL21, HAC20, JRM20, KGSA22, MRNLB20, MC21, NFP21,
PC21, SS20, CG21, SYVV20, XG22, AC20, AZIE21, AJ21, AML22, AJD21, AKA22,
AO21, BLA20, BZM22, BP21a, BCM21, BSH22, Cet21, CCL +20, CB20, CM21, Che20b,
Che20c; De 20, DK22, DS20, DZS21, DCMCCB20, ES21, Ema20, FZMZ20, FH22,
GJQ22, GT22, GFPG22, GCF +20, GAN +20, Han20, HRP21, HDP21, JIK22, KD20,
KIS20, KK20, LW20, LXYH20, LA20, MGB21, MAA22, PS21, QAM22, RLACE20,
STG22, SRG22, SKH21, Sha20p, SAB21, SKO20, SU20, SO20, TdL22, TA20, Ten20,
estimations \[HYWW21, PYF20\]. estimator
\[AFS21, AAQ20, AALA22, AGY21, BL20a, BSH22, DA21, DPS21, ED22, 
GB22a, HCY21, LAW20, LE21, Ozg21, QAAM22, SAA+22, Sir20, STÖ21, 
YK21, ZLLZ22\]. estimators
\[AKAA22, ASS20, Bal21, BAAR21, CMMP20, HWF22, IMAI20, JAZ22, 
KJT21, KZ21, KK20, LW21b, MBM20, MP20, MGA21, uA20, NJ20, QMK21, 
SS22, SLM+22, SKSS22, SZS21, Uns22, ZW21, ZYW22\]. ethical
\[Das22\]. Euclidean
\[NN22\]. European
\[FNY21, JC20\]. Evaluating
\[CHEH21, SAB21\]. evaluation \[ATH20, DDL+20\]. event
\[BHA21, BSH22, CC21, KHK20, LYZ20, ZHF21\]. Events
\[MHKS22, Ali20, HCY+21, KCC22, LGK20, SBH21\]. every
\[Sha20c\]. evidence \[STÖ21\]. EWMA
\[Ali20, EH22, HKLA21, HSK22, HCY+21, PPCC21, TL21, ZWW21\]. EWMA-type \[PPCC21\]. Exact
\[CLUX21, LCY22, KCC22, PPCC21, PMW22, SBH21\]. Excel \[Sha20d\]. excellent
\[Sha21h, Sha21, Sha22\]. excess \[HMB22\]. expected
\[MRNLB20, WYBW22\]. expectile \[LZZ22\]. experiment \[SK21b\]. explanatory
\[QL22, SZ21\]. exponent \[BL20a\]. exponential
\[AMO22, AA22b, BM22, Dav21, KCC22, LKS21, MKK20, MAKR22, MC21, 
uAT20, PYF20, SSN20, SS22, SRG22, SKSS22, SKO20, TG21, ZY20, Zha22\]. exponential-type \[SS22\]. exponentiality \[ANRS20\]. Exponentially
\[AAA+22, Mir21, uAR21, SMZ20\]. exponentiated \[AMO22, CA20, LTW21\]. expression \[ASAP21\]. extended \[ZY20\]. extending \[AH22\]. extension
\[OV21\]. extra \[MSBS22\]. Extraction \[LG21\]. extrapolation \[LLMY20\]. extreme \[CHEH21, OCNN20, THL+22, dSdNB22\]. extreme-
\[CHEH21\]. extreme-value \[OCNN20\]. extropy \[HRB21, JS22b\].

factors \[Won22\]. failure
\[AMO20, BKM21, CC21, FH22, SCG21, STG22, Sha21k, TA20, WXWS21\]. failure-time \[TA20\]. failures \[FASuA21\]. families \[SKO20\]. family
\[AKA22, BA21, DK22, FFMN20, JF20, KCO20, LKS21, LTW21, MB22, 
MK20, ZY20\]. family-wise \[JF20\]. Fast
\[RH21, XY20, CC21, SMZ20, ZSWN21\]. FDA \[RLACE20\]. Feature
\[LLWZ20, HD22a, LC+20, LLZ20, MH21, SDML20, XSHC20\]. feed \[Tak21\]. feed-forward \[Tak21\]. Few \[Sha20d\]. fiducial \[YGWH21\]. filter \[ZY20\]. filtering \[MN21\]. finance \[PB21\]. financial
\[LWW20, MWMCR20, Sha20d\]. Finch \[Sha21d\]. finite
\[CdSL22, DK21, Nik22, SCKW21\]. fire \[WL21\]. First
\[Sha21e, SCG21, STG22\]. first-failure \[STG22\]. Firth \[AR21\]. fit \[ACS21a, 
AFM22, BKM21, LS21, MVFFC22, OKF+21, PS21, SU20, vdNPCvB22\].
fitness \[DJA22\]. fitness-distance \[DJA22\]. fixed \[BB22, WR22\]. FL
\[Sha20e, Sha21b, Sha21d, Sha21c, Sha22, Sta21\]. flexible
\[ACS21b, HAV20, LWS20, dSPG20\]. Floor \[Sha21e\]. folding \[LZ20\]. follow


[RM21, BL20b, GMCL20, KCO20]. Integrated [Sha20a, BBC21, JNFTM+21]. integrative [CHJS20]. intercept [TLGW20].

interpoint [Mod22]. Interval [Ano21, GT22, AMD21, BSH22, DCMCCB20, HMS21, KK21, SLER21, TH21, WXWS21, XQ21]. interval-censored [HMS21, WXWS21]. interval-valued [XQ21].

interval-censored [HMS21, WXWS21]. interval-valued [XQ21].

intervals [Bal21, Cha20, DZS21, HSK22, KC22, LW21a, Li21, LRRN22, LWW20, MKK20, PNN22, SN20, ZXZ+22]. intractable [Par21].

intractable [Par21]. introducing [SMWP20]. introduction [Sha22].

inverse [AAQ20, AALA22, AJD21, Bal21, CLL21, HLC21, KB20, LZ20, MGB21, RMF+21, SAB21, SZS21].

inverted [LTW21, YXC21]. investigate [Pan22]. investigation [HTF21].

Invited [DDL+20]. irregularly [Zha21a]. IRT [TC21].

ISBN [Ano22, Che20a, Sha20a, Sha20c, Sha20b, Sha20d, Sha20e, Sha20f, Sha21b, Sha21c, Sha21e, Sha22, Sta21]. ISBN-13 [Sha20e, Sha21e].

isotropic [Zha21a]. issues [SSS20]. Item [Sha20f, Sha20h, Sha20g, dSAF22]. items [QJFY20]. Iteratively [Zha21b]. IV [Gho20]. ix [Sha20b, Sha20i, Sha22].


L [Sha20a, Sha20e, AZL21]. lambda [DPS21]. Langevin [KSL22]. language [Sha22]. large [HWF22, MP21]. large-sample [MP21]. larger [dSDNB22].


leave-future-out [BGV20]. Lee [Sha20d]. left [Che20c, ZHF21].

left-truncated [ZHF21]. left-truncation [Che20c]. length [BAM22, Che20b, KK20, PPC21]. length-biased [BAM22, Che20b, KK20].

levels [ES22]. Leveraging [KR21]. Li [Sha20a, Sha21c, Sha22]. Li-Chun [Sha20a]. life [AA22a, CLY22, FPMC20, KJB22, MTW21, NFP21, PYF20, Sha20c].

time [BLA20, HCN20, KAN21, Sha21g]. lifetimes [KM21]. likelihood [AFS21, AZIE21, AJ21, Bal21, BL20a, CM21, JZ22, KZ21, LG20, Li21, LRN22, QAAFM22, QZ22, QH21, SN20, YLHZ20, Zha21b]. likelihood-type [SN20]. limiting [GWL21]. limits [QHCB20]. Lindley [KCO20, Bal21, BCM21, JRM20, MSBS22]. Linear [ZW21, AF20, AFS21, AML22, ASS20, Ana20, CMMP20, CP22, Cha20, CHJS20, DA21, Ema20,
ED22, FZMZ20, GB22a, HBB21, HCY21, HTF21, JS22a, KKLK22, KSAR21, KÖ21, LG20, LYP20, Li21, PRG22, PMW22, RLACE20, YK21, YDS+20, ZYFW20, ZYG20, Zha21b, ZH22, ZY22, dSPG20, dSdNB22. linked [GW22].


Maximum [HR20, KZ21, AFS21, AZIE21, Bal21, BLA20, LG20, QAAM22, Zha21b].

normal \[\text{AZIE21, CdSL22, KC22, LWS20, Nik22, PB21, SCA20, SYVV20, SLER21, SuI22, TL21, YXC21, ZXZ}^+ 22\].

normal-hypergeometric-inverted-beta \[\text{YXC21}\].

normality \[\text{ALAS21, Kel21}\].

normalizing \[\text{Par21}\].

normally \[\text{DZS21}\].

note \[\text{JLZ21}\].

notions \[\text{FPMC20}\].

Novel \[\text{BP21b, MH21, WLLH22, XQ21}\].

nuisance \[\text{SSS20}\].

null \[\text{SBH21}\].

null-distribution \[\text{SBH21}\].

number \[\text{PDD}^+21, \text{XLF22}\].

numbers \[\text{Sul22}\].

NW \[\text{Sha21b, Sha21d}\].

NY \[\text{Sha20i}\].

Objective \[\text{ADA22, KKLK22, HLC21, RMF}^+21\].

observation \[\text{MRNLB20, WWWZ21, ZY20}\].

observational \[\text{YZK22}\].

observations \[\text{Asa22, HBB21}\].

observed \[\text{LTW21}\].

odds \[\text{ATH20}\].

Olga \[\text{Sha22}\].

Omic \[\text{Sha21f}\].

Omnibus \[\text{LS21}\].

One \[\text{Haq20, KM22, MSBS22, SAA}^+22, \text{Sha20f, WLS}^+21\].

One-sample \[\text{KM22, WLS}^+21\].

One-sided \[\text{Haq20}\].

ones \[\text{MSBS22, SN20}\].

Online \[\text{GWNW22}\].

Open \[\text{Sha20b, HGH22}\].

operator \[\text{NSK21, RM21}\].

Optimal \[\text{BA21, BP21a, KK21, SMWP20, CG21, Das22, DGMM22, ES21, KSGS20, MSH20, WLZ21, ZG21}\].

optimality \[\text{MP21}\].

optimisation \[\text{SAR20}\].

Optimization \[\text{NAJ21, DJA22, GC20, WB22, ZW21}\].

optimized \[\text{EH22}\].

Optimum \[\text{AGY21}\].

option \[\text{FNY21}\].

optional \[\text{ZKG21}\].

ordered \[\text{HCN20, NFP21}\].

ordering \[\text{ACS21a}\].

ordinal \[\text{Nik20, YXYL22}\].

organization \[\text{LG21}\].

Ornstein \[\text{Gra20, SP21}\].

orthogonal \[\text{FFNM20}\].

other \[\text{GA20}\].

outcome \[\text{ZG21}\].

outcomes \[\text{LWS20}\].

outliers \[\text{DA21, SK21c, TL21}\].

output \[\text{FZMZ20}\].

over-dispersed \[\text{AJ21, KH20, Li21}\].

over-dispersion \[\text{VR20}\].

overview \[\text{Sha20t}\].

P \[\text{Ano21}\].

PA \[\text{Sha20b}\].

package \[\text{AFM22, DFLT21, LSM20, MT20, SMWP20}\].

paired \[\text{uAT20}\].

panel \[\text{BB22, WWWZ21}\].

Paperback \[\text{Sha21e, Sha20e, Sha20d, Sha21d}\].

Parallel \[\text{LTL20}\].

parameter \[\text{AMD21, AA22b, AGY21, BLA20, Han20, HSK22, HCY21, KÖ21, LC20, MKK20, MGA21, OV21, PTG21, SAA}^+22, \text{STÖ21, SK21c, SZS21, VS20, WLLH22, ZW21}\].

parameter-free \[\text{HSK22}\].

parameters \[\text{ASAP21, AP20a, AL20, DPS21, GK20, KC20, KGA22, KLdS21, MSMTK22, MLA}^+20, \text{MC21, NM20, SCA20, TMMCS21}\].

parametric \[\text{ANA}^+22, \text{ASM20, HRB21, LGK20, MJG21, SKH21, TAVP20, Zha22}\].

Pareto \[\text{Gho20, Han20, MD22}\].

Parkway \[\text{Sha21b, Sha21d}\].

dparsimonious \[\text{KM21}\].

partial \[\text{GA20, RNSR20, ZYFW20, ZH22}\].

partially \[\text{AAM22, AA22a, GCF}^+20, \text{KSAR21, LG20, LYP20, LTW21, MT20, TK22, YK21, YDS}^+20\].

Particle \[\text{CH21, GC20, ZY20}\].

partition \[\text{LSL21}\].

partly \[\text{AMD21}\].

parts \[\text{Won22}\].

PaSS \[\text{CH21}\].

patient \[\text{KAN21}\].

patterns \[\text{CHEH21, JP21, LG21}\].

Penalized \[\text{KHK20, LG20, OKF}^+21, \text{AR21, OV21, WZ21, YXYL22}\].

penalty \[\text{MBM20}\].
percentiles [FPMC20]. **Performance** [HWF22, uAR21, AKAA22, EGA21, FSB20, HCZ+21, KCC22, uAT20, TMMCS21, WGF22]. **period** [MRNLB20]. **Periodic** [BBC21, MN22]. **Permutation** [ACS21a, HTF21, DF20, tB22]. **Peter** [Sha21b]. **Phase** [KCC22, KAN21, Ozg21, SKSS22, MSMTK22, SAMA21, YLHZ20]. **phenomena** [TK22]. **Pitman** [Dav21]. **PL** [KOCO20], **Place** [Sha21e]. **Plan** [Sha20i]. **PLMIX** [MT20]. **plot** [MJGAF21, Pan22]. **plug** [Ten20]. **plug-in** [Ten20]. **point** [CA20, LYZ20, LGK20, MGB21, SK20]. **points** [LC20]. **Poisson** [CJK21, GMCL20, GAB21, HMB22, KCC20, LE21, MRNLB20, dSMA22, MAKRK22, MSBS22, RCPA21, SAA+22, VR20]. **Poisson-Voronoi** [GAB21]. **policy** [AA22a, SAR20]. **Polya** [VLRZ21]. **Polya-Gamma** [VLRZ21]. **polynomial** [HYWW21, YLHZ20]. **population** [BP21a, CB20, CM21, GAN+20, IMAI20, KJS20, uA20, TAVP20, WS20]. **populations** [BS21, MK20, ZZZ+22]. **portfolios** [Li20]. **post** [CB20]. **post-stratified** [CB20]. **posterior** [SSV21, WX21]. **posteriors** [KZ21]. **potential** [ZG21]. **power** [AA22b, BAAR21, JRM20, OKF+21, RM21, SK21e]. **powerful** [DF20]. **pp** [Ano22, Che20a, Sha20a, Sha20c, Sha20b, Sha20d, Sha20e, Sha20i, Sha21b, Sha21d, Sha21c, Sha21e, Sha22, Sta21]. **Practical** [Sha20o, HGH22, RLACE20]. **practice** [Che20a, Sha20s]. **precedence** [BLZ21]. **precision** [KD20]. **Prediction** [PFMT20, ZHF21, CHJS20, GA20, JLZ21, KÖ21, NJR22, TNN22]. **predictive** [AR21, Ali20, RN21, Sha22, WX21]. **Predictor** [tB22, YK21]. **preliminary** [Ke21, MBM20]. **presence** [BP21a, MAA22, uAR21, RNSR20, SKSS22, SAB21, SBB21, SK21c, TL21, WXWS21, ZKG21]. **Press** [Ano22, Che20a, Sha20a, Sha20c, Sha20d, Sha20e, Sha20i, Sha21b, Sha21d, Sha21c, Sha21e, Sha22, Sta21]. **Pretest** [FH22]. **PRHR** [AKA22]. **price** [JC20]. **Principal** [AALA22, Siri20, ZRB+20, ZZLL20, XYZ20, ZLLZ22]. **prior** [SZS21]. **priors** [CA20, LTL20, RMB+21, YXC21]. **probability** [AZL21, CH21, JZ21, KZ21, KKS20, MLA+20, NJ20, Sha20c]. **problem** [HAV20, Mar21, MC22, NAJ21, SSV21]. **problems** [CHEH21]. **procedure** [AJ21, BAM22, CP22, HFM21, JP20, SS22]. **procedures** [SDML20, WGF22]. **Process** [GL22, ANA+22, AJN21, Asa22, Bal21, BL20b, CTPY22, DS20, GMCL20, HR20, Haq20, HKLA21, HBBK22, HSK22, HLC21, KGS22, KCO20, MGT21, MLA+20, MSBS22, PRG22, QHCB20, SCA20, TL21, WWWZ21]. **processes** [CA20, CJK21, CCM20, CTB20, Gra20, GB22b, LSL21, MWMCR20, MRNLB20, PFMT20, QL22, RT20, SP21, Sha22, SAMA21]. **Prodromou** [Sha20b]. **product** [uA20]. **production** [JNFTM+21]. **products** [CLY20]. **profile** [CM21, EGM20, LG20, PRG22]. **profile-likelihood** [CM21]. **profiles** [EGA21, GL22, HBB21, MSMTK22, YLHZ20]. **programming** [KAQ21, Sha20k, STO21]. **progressive** [ANA+22, AA22a, BM22, HRB21,
LTW21, MTW21, MKK20, MC21, SCG21, SLER21. progressive-stress [MTW21]. progressively


KSAR21, Li20, LZ20, LAW20, LW21b, LRN22, MGB21, MBM20, MAA22, 
MSMTK22, MJK21, MVFFC22, OCNN20, QMK21, QAAM22, SLM+22, 
SKH21, SM21, SBAC21, TLGW20, TÖSY21, VLRZ21, VR20, WZ21, XQ21, 
ZSWN21, ZLLB21, ZH22, ZY22, ZYW22, ZZLL20, Zhe21, dSPG20, tB22]. 

regressions [Cha20, GWNW22]. regressive [MWMCR20]. 
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